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This Month:
The Robodox attend the
VEX World Chamionships in
Anahiem, California. This
edition also includes:
“Carrying the Tradition: The
Robodox hosts its annual
engineering workshop for the
students of Balboa Magnet”
and “In Conclusion...”

Newsletter

RISING TO THE CHALLENGE
The Robodox finish the season strong.

VEX Robotics in the Spring? What madness is this? Yes, the VEX season continues into the
Spring culminating in the VEX World Championship, held this year at the Anaheim Convention
Center. Over 600 teams from all over the world competed in the
championships, representing North and South America, Asia,
Europe, and Oceania. D-team competed in the Technology
division, while B-team competed in the Engineering division.
Throughout the three days of competition, both teams fought
valiantly and were strong competitors in every one of their
matches. In the end, D-team competed in the quarterfinals,
fighting hard and extending the match into the 4th round
before losing by an incredibly small margin to the world
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champions. B-team’s robot was
admired by the judges and
recommended to the writers of
Robot Magazine who are plan to
highlight the robot’s gate
hopping capability. Both teams
were also recognized for being
gracious on and off the field.
Right: D team at queuing.

Left: Mr. Van and Omar work on
programming.

Right
There...

Other than the strong
performance of our drive
teams, behind the scenes the
Robodox worked tirelessly to
make sure that the experience was enjoyed by everyone. The team was represented throughout the competition, with volunteers
working in the college, high
school, and middle school
division.
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EPIC Volunteering

Above: Chang resets the Engineering
Division Field

Left: LeJon speaks with
Dr. Douglas D. Osherof

Zzzzzzzz......

After the competition, many officials, including
REC president Jason Morrella, praised the team stating
that: the VEX World Championship would not have run
nearly as smoothly without the help of the team’s volunteers.
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The VEX World
Championships wraps up this
year’s competition season. We
fought hard, got hungry, and
overall had a great experience
as not only a team of robotbuilding nerds, but also a team
of hardworking, steadfast
friends. Although in the end
some may see the team as
walking away empty-handed, a
closer inspection would reveal that we definitely did not. We
walked away with pride, experience, team spirit, new-found
knowledge next year’s challenge “VEX Sack Attack”, respect,
fantastic memories, and Hex Bugs… So many Hex bugs…
Written by: Jake Mattinson

COME ON
UP!

Edited by: Johnathan Maynard

Left: Mr. Van takes note
of the local signage.

Thank You!
The Granada Hills Charter High School Robotics Team, aka. the Robodox, would like to
thank the Chatsworth Western Bagel for its donation to the team. Their support kept us energized
throughout the VEX World Championship.
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Carrying the Tradition: The Robodox host its
annual engineering workshop for the
students of Balboa Magnet
By Jeffrey Lee

Edited by: Johnathan Maynard

On May 4, the Robodox invited the 5th grade class of Balboa Gifted/High Ability Magnet
Elementary School for an introduction to robotics, science, and engineering in Highlander Hall.
The Robodox demonstrated the capabilities of this year’s FRC robot, the Radiologist, whilst integrating it with an engaging learning experience aimed at bringing the engineering experience
to the students. The kids could even try their hand at driving the Radiologist;
with close supervision by the robot’s drivers, just in case.
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The students were also divided into four teams of six and
teamed up with members of the Robodox to compete in the
VEX mini-challenge, Pipeline Frenzy. Using four
pre-assembled “Protobots”, the students were
free to modify and drive their robots in
the pursuit of knowledge, fun, and
victory. Many modifications were
made, but just as engineers learn,
not every change is an improvement
and by testing their adjustments, they
could determine what did and didn’t
work.

A big thank you goes out to both
the team and the students and teachers
of Balboa Magnet for making the experience as smooth and enjoyable as
possible.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

TEAM BANQUET
Category:Team Event
Date: May 18th
Location: Highlander Hall
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In Conclusion...
Written By: Jake Mattinson

Edited By: Johnathan Maynard

This year was a gift, so you know we have to wrap it up (end of the corny jokes). Since
August of 2011, we’ve attended or hosted 5 VEX competitions, including the VEX World
Championships, 2 FRC Regionals, and hosted 2 community events. We worked hard and excelled in all that we set out to do. We built 4 VEX Robots, including a VEX robot with the
world record for Programming Skills, an amazing FRC Robot capable of playing the challenge
to its full potential, crossing the center barrier, shooting in every hoop, and balancing three robots on a single bridge, and customizable Protobots for our educational events. We spread the
idea of engineering to elementary school students from Balboa as well as our community, as
well as the ideas of hard work and perseverance to our team members as a whole. Next year we
hope to continue this success both on and more importantly off the field. Thanks to the help of
our mentors, volunteers, and our team coaches, Mr. Vanderway and Dr. Koreleva, we proved
once again Who Rox!

FOR ADDITIONAL INFO, COMMENTS,
CONCERNS, OR SUGGESTIONS
CONTACT:
Our P.R. Executive Johnathan Maynard at pr.robodox@gmail.com
Our team coaches, Mr. Vanderway (jvanderway@ghchs.com) and Dr. Koroleva (okoroleva@ghchs.com)
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